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 Museums for a New Millennium 
 
MIAMI, FLORIDA- Miami Art Museum (MAM) will present Museums for a New Millennium – Concepts, Projects, 
Buildings, from October 3, 2003 through January 4, 2004. The exhibition, which focuses on contemporary 
museum architecture, is a project of Art Center Basel, Switzerland, coordinated under the direction of Suzanne 
Greub. MAM Assistant Director for Programs and Senior Curator Peter Boswell, has organized the show in Miami. 
The traveling exhibition consists of drawings, photographs and original models representing twenty-five of the 
finest examples of recent museum architecture designed by many of the world¹s most prominent architects as one 
century ends and another begins.  
 
Contemporary museums are not only one of the most important and noteworthy building tasks in the public 
domain, they also frequently act as catalysts for redevelopment in the communities that build them, thus becoming 
effective tools with which cities project a definitive profile when competing for tourists and new investments. "This 
show provides MAM with a wonderful source of inspiration for our own vision of Miami¹s future," said MAM 
Director, Suzanne Delehanty. " In addition to the beauty of its form, the museum of the 21st century must function 
as much more than a repository for art. It also plays key roles in the community; as civic institution, educational 
resource, economic engine, and more."  
 
The span of works in Museums for a New Millennium highlights buildings that are representative of significant 
architectural currents and demands, ranging from Los Angeles¹ J. Paul Getty Museum designed by Richard Meier, 
to the recently opened and much-praised futuristic design by Zaha Hadid for the Contemporary Arts Center in 
Cincinnati. Also included in the exhibition are breathtaking structures like Frank Gehry¹s Guggenheim Museum in 
Bilbao and Santiago Calatrava¹s winged extension of the Milwaukee Art Museum, both of particular interest to 
Miami as they instantly became major public and tourist attractions. Also featured in the show is the new Tate 
Modern in London. Designed by the Swiss architectural team Herzog & de Meuron, it has proven to be a huge 
success by drawing millions of visitors and creating an estimated 2,000 jobs in the surrounding area. 
 
Thanks to overwhelming public support, MAM is currently in the initial planning phase of its own expansion with 
Museum Park Miami, the City of Miami¹s official urban redesign vision for an abandoned 29-acre, city-owned 
property in a prime location, on the bay in downtown Miami. The project consists of a premiere public park 
anchored by landmark new facilities for the Miami Art Museum and the Miami Museum of Science. Miami 
residents voted to support the vision for Museum Park Miami -- the linchpin in the transformation of downtown 
Miami -- by passing a bond issue that provided $3.5 million to each museum, with a three-to-one match, to be 
used for planning purposes.  
 
The exhibition at MAM, ordered chronologically, allows for interesting comparisons between the various 
conceptual positions present in current museum architecture. Museums for a New Millennium displays drawings, 
plans models and photographs in a form that not only presents the object at hand in a clear and understandable 
fashion but allows the artistic dimension to become manifest as well.  
 
As museums evolve in the new millennium, they play an increasingly important role in recording and expressing 
publicly the distinctive cultural identity of their territory. Universally regarded as the "Gateway of the Americas," 
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Miami is uniquely identified with various diverse groups, all staking their ground and bringing their own cultural 
heritage with them. MAM¹s expansion will provide Miami with a 21st century art museum that will serve to not only 
raise the city¹s profile, but also create a populist gathering place for ideas and cultural exchange, as well as 
functioning as an educational resource for the community. 


